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E. J. BRENEMAN, L.P. RANKS 7TH IN THE TOP 50 BUSINESSES IN BERKS COUNTY
E.J. Breneman L.P. and the Greater Reading Top Businesses
The Greater Reading Chamber of
Commerce and Industry is comprised of roughly 1,600 businesses
and industry from Berks County
and its surrounding areas. The
Chamber and its members represent
around 90,000 people. The aim of
this organization is to assist businesses in nurturing economic
growth in the Greater Reading region. The Chamber works closely
with our legislative representatives
to focus on the needs of this area
and interests of the community.
The Vision of the Chamber is: To
be the business voice of Greater
Reading.
The Mission of the Chamber is: To
be Greater Reading’s leading resource and advocate for business.

L to r: Roger Schmidt, Steve Bright, Phil Wagner, Mike Polak and John DeMartino
accepted Breneman’s Top Business award.

E.J. Breneman, L.P. has been a member of the Chamber for 54 years. We participate in many of their functions. We network with other members of the Chamber, meet new people in industry and make alliances that
last for years. There are opportunities to meet with your local Congressional Representatives. The Chamber
connects businesses to resources, provides marketing and networking opportunities, and training to develop the
skills of our local workforce. Some of the more important Chamber functions are:








Partners with all other economic development organizations in creating an environment for growth
Enables all businesses to take deliberate and decided action on issues affecting their welfare
Helps small businesses thrive and entrepreneurs strive
Prepares tomorrow’s workforce with our involvement in education partnership
Operates as a model business and pursues best practices
Maintains a five-star rating as one of the best chambers in Pennsylvania
Reflects our multicultural community at large
(Continued on page 5)

Here’s the Latest
Okaloosa FDR Project

From Chris Evers for the Southeast Division…
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Hurricane Season is in full swing and despite some wet
weather we’ve been fortunate so far. No landfalls to report! The crews have been hustling to wrap up the first
two phases of Orange County’s CIR for 2011 and the
Okaloosa FDR project. We are also in the process of
starting our annual work with Lady Lake. The projects haven’t been
without their challenges but we are working hard to complete the
work successfully and on time.
Now we prepare for the final push to the end of the fiscal year September 30th when many local agencies have to complete projects or
risk losing their funding. Several of our projects are in this situation
and due to our busy schedule it’s a challenge to find a way to get it
all done. These are good problems to have though as many contractors are still struggling to make ends meet.
Conference Season is winding down with only a couple stragglers
left to attend. That means Marketing will turn our attention to promoting for the next fiscal year. Most agencies are gearing up for
their new money and several key bids will be out soon including
Tampa’s CIR contract. We’ll work hard to capture the work and
with a little luck we should have a very busy fall. We already have
a substantial amount of CIR work to complete in Orange County and new
CIR in Pasco County. If all goes well we anticipate finishing the year
strong while the weather is more cooperative!
Last month I attended the retirement party for the FDOT State Pavement
Design Engineer Bruce Dietrich. After 35 years with the DOT Bruce is
hanging it up. Over the last 10 years I have worked closely with Bruce to
help bring Bonded Friction Course to Florida. He has always been a champion for our processes and a good friend. I wish him all the best in his retirement!
Thanks again to the Ops folks who help make our Florida projects a success.
Keep up the good work, stay safe and see you in the Fall!
Bruce Dietrich and Chris Evers

From John DeMartino for Operations North…

The gas work has been slow but steady since the beginning of the year. We started working on
stabilizing roads in January and have been going strong ever since. After July 4th, the pace
picked up a bit and August has seen the workload increase dramatically. In an ongoing effort to
increase efficiency, we have placed six brand new Mack 25 ton spreaders into service. These units
can hold a full tractor trailer load of cement which decreases the amount of time we need to go back and reload. They also include the latest spreading technology that allows us to be very precise in spreading which
increases productivity.
(Continued on page 3)

(Continued from page 2)

John DeMartino
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We are still using our tow behind spreaders, especially in off site applications where the trucks don’t do as
well in poor terrain. We are using the tow behinds exclusively on our projects in West Virginia where narrow
roads and steep terrain do not allow the trucks to work as effectively.
Our gas operation has expanded to West Virginia where we have been working since early May. Our primary
gas customer, Chesapeake Energy has been very active not only in West Virginia but has expanded operations
into Ohio as well. They have asked us to continue working with them in those states as well – which we were
only too happy to oblige.
James Scott has been running our West Virginia operations and he and Jeff Drum are doing a terrific job
keeping both areas going well. Dean Etchberger has been doing a good job juggling the two areas of operations as well as some local recycling work
Roy Knieriem has had his hands full as well, managing several projects in Florida where we have been very
busy and we still have a good deal of work to do there. In addition, our microsurfacing and ultrathin projects
have made Roy very popular with the airlines.
Our foremen have been doing a great job of pushing production with high quality work and safe work zones.
Not only have the experienced foreman been doing great, but we have several young guys who are short on
experience, but are very eager to learn and are doing a good job of completing projects the Breneman way.
We are fortunate to be in an ongoing expansion mode. We have hired a significant number of new people and
have also made several significant equipment purchases in addition to the Mack spreaders, such as water
trucks and a few more reclaimers.
We could not do any of this without the exceptional teamwork mentality that everyone has shown. This includes the crews not directly involved in gas work – although they have been and will be again as soon as our
other work is finished. Kim Hunt and Lyn Shay have trained and processed all of our new hires in addition
to making several extended trips to the field to help us complete paperwork and train.
The operations department has grown, hiring Nicole Wozniak who works part time for us and Maryanne
Mohan who works full time. Both were brought in to help handle the significant increase in paperwork that
has resulted from our workload. We are running more crews than we ever had and are reaching for our biggest
year ever which has created an increase in everything. Imagine the timecards and credit card slips alone!!!
Becky Steltz, Rex Jandrew, Cindy Wojciechowski, Jonathan Arsenault and Jari Williams have done a
great job juggling to meet all of the deadlines we encounter – usually without much notice.
Our biggest customer, the Natural Gas Industry, is a very demanding one that involves many last minute
changes and adjustments. Again, this not only affects operations, but the shop, accounting and management
and requires quick decisions and the ability to change on the fly.
It is because of the ability of the entire E.J. Breneman family to do this – and do it well – that we are known as
the preferred contractor by many of the gas companies operating in the Marcellus Shale arena. This is what
has allowed us to experience the growth and success we have so far the past two years while the rest of the
economy continues to struggle.
On behalf of all of my partners – THANK YOU for doing what you are doing.
As the season begins the frantic stage – let’s continue to focus even more so than before on producing quality
projects done safely!!

From Rodney Treichler for the shop…
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The shop is busy with equipment service and repair work. We took delivery of another
WR2500 Wirtgen Reclaimer in August, and we took delivery of our last new Mack Limespreader
truck.
With the new equipment additions and the crews being spread out from Northern PA to West Virginia, Tom
Marx and Jim Sloss are kept busy with repairs and servicing. Back at the shop, Tim Shane and Rich Bassler
are busy with service, trouble shooting problems and more major repairs. Rich also took a trip to Florida for
training and to do repair work there.
Tim Shane has traveled to Virginia and Indianapolis, Indiana for recycle and ultrathin repair work. Kerry
Hafer is keeping Paving equipment serviced and running in addition to taking a tour of duty up north to help
out.
We added two mechanics in the shop. Chris Hinkle came to EJB Paving with knowledge in asphalt plant operation and repair and will be doing service work and fuel truck driving to deliver fuel to the crews. Kyle
Sterner came to us after attending Universal Technical Institute in Exton, PA with a diploma in Auto/Diesel
and Industrial Technology. Kyle will be doing service work and has already traveled to our crews in other
states to support them.
We welcome both Chris and Kyle to the company and wish them both a long career with EJB Paving and E J
Breneman.

From Steve Orischak for EJB Paving & Materials Co…

It’s amazing how things change during the course of a season. We started out the year slower than
normal and hoping things would pick up. Well, we got what we asked for. We are very busy. The
end of August is upon us. Deadlines are approaching. School buses are getting ready to roll and
roads still need to be completed.
We picked up projects including First Energy in Bethel Twp. and Several Penn DOT projects to name a few.
We will be doing our first Warm Mix project for the Penn DOT on SR 125 this year. I expect it to start just
after Labor Day. We also have 28 lane miles to do on another Penn Dot project and that must be completed by
mid October. Our schedule is very tight and it’s nice to see people putting extra effort into their work to get the
projects finished on time. We appreciate the hard work all of you put forward.
Tighten your boots; we have a lot more work to do.

From Jim Marks for the Blacktop Plant…

Turn to page 8 to see the article Jim helped to write.

(Continued from page 1)
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E. J. BRENEMAN, L.P, RANKS 7TH IN THE TOP 50 BUSINESSES IN BERKS COUNTY

As we all know, the past two years have been an extremely difficult time for the United States economy. The
unemployment level has reached a high of 9.2 percent, costs of all kinds have risen dramatically and competition from China and India has been hard on our manufacturing industry. Our National Debt is at an all time
high. The Chamber recognizes all of these issues both within the United States and on a more local scale.
Every year for the past six years the Chamber has recognized some of its members for achievements in business and has ranked these companies numerically from one to fifty. The ranking is tabulated by the Greater
Reading Chamber of Commerce & Industry with assistance from KPMG, a well known accounting firm.
Good News
This year’s Top 50 firms, both large and small, across a broad range of industries, have been able not only to
sustain themselves and weather the economical turbulence, but they have been able to grow and create jobs for
the local economy. E.J. Breneman, L.P. was one of that Top 50; in fact we came in the Top 10. At No. 7, E.J.
Breneman, L.P. improved on last year’s No. 19 ranked position. Each and every one of our employees has
helped make E.J. Breneman, L.P. what it is today.
The Marcellus Shale industry has helped us as a company both with added revenue and with the ability to hire
more field labor and clerical staff. We have even opened up a new (although small) office, in Wyalusing,
Pennsylvania. We have some off-season work in Florida keeping crews employed for longer periods of time
in the Sunshine State. Several other states have started to go “Green” and use some of the processes that E.J.
Breneman, L.P. has marketed over the years.
No one knows who will be on the Top 50 list in 2011. It is difficult to remain at the top of the list since the
KPMG methodology is based on sales growth that year over previous years. The formula takes into account
actual dollar increases and percentage increases during a three-year period and more heavily weights the most
recent years. The range of companies provides a snapshot of our community and our economy. Other companies in the Top 10 came from those companies that invest in technologies and fill many market niches. Both
Breneman and EJB Paving & Materials Co have been “regulars” on this Top 50 list since its inception six
years ago.
Many thanks to all the employees of E.J. Breneman, L.P., EJB Paving & Materials Co and Miller Municipal
Supply Company; you have all contributed to the success of 2010 and the recognition of being selected for the
Chamber’s TOP 50 Companies.
Sincerely Mike Polak, Partner

HAVE A HAPPY AND SAFE LABOR DAY
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PAVING & MATERIALS CO - JIM DIETRICH PARK, PHASE II

EJB Paving & Materials Co. recently completed Phase II of Jim Dietrich Park in Muhlenberg Township.
Aided by subcontractor Barwis Construction, LLC, the project took over a year to complete and included
two basketball courts, a baseball field, parking lot, and a picnic building/restroom. All involved worked very
closely with Muhlenberg Township to make the project a success. Thank you to everyone involved.
-Steve Bright/Operations Mgr.-

HAVING FUN AT THE READING BERKS CHAMBER PICNIC
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The Chamber picnic has been held annually for many years and is a great place to network and communicate
with many fellow members of the local business community.

Cindy was not drinking!!!

Cindy Wojciechowski, Operations and Glenn McNeil, Paving estimator decided to try out the giant hamster
balls at the Reading Berks Chamber of Commerce Picnic held at Willow Glenn Park in August. At first
they were rolling around by themselves, having a good time. Then the two men in green shirts ran up to the
balls and starting pushing the balls around and making them slam into each other. Everyone watching enjoyed it immensely. Glenn and Cindy were a bit off balance when they finally escaped from the hamster
balls.

From the SAFETY COMMITTEE
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Duffel bags were distributed for the second quarter safety bonus. Due to traveling, some employees may
not have received their duffel bags. Those employees should contact Lyn Shay at 610-636-0124. The third quarter safety bonus will
be a sweatshirt designed to keep employees warm during the upcoming fall season. Finally, back by popular demand, are company
travel mugs, which are scheduled to be distributed for the fourth quarter of 2011.
The Safety Committee would like to remind employees that Near Miss Report Forms are available through foremen or by
contacting Lyn Shay. Employees are encouraged to submit their concerns, potential hazards, and suggestions for improvements so
corrective measures can be taken before an accident occurs.
SAFETY SPOTLIGHT
During the second quarter of 2011, E.J. Breneman recognized three employees for their on-road safety performance.
Albert Sockalosky, Tim Belschwinder and Will Stripling each received a $25.00 Sheetz gift card after passing individual roadside
inspections with flying colors.
Due to the CSA 2010 safety measurement system implemented by the Department of Transportation earlier this year, the
on-road safety performance of individual drivers has a direct effect on the safety rating of the employer. Road side inspections play
an important role when determining and reporting the safety performance history of a company. In addition to vehicle maintenance,
road side inspection officers are focusing on individual safety performance including:








Driving while disqualified
Driving without a valid commercial driver’s license or medical examiners’ certificate
Committing hours-of-service violations
Unsafe driving habits
Controlled Substances/Alcohol abuse
Cargo related violations
Histories or patterns of crash involvement

E.J. Breneman roadside inspections can be seen on the U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration CSA 2010 website at http://ai.fmcsa.dot.gov/default.aspx. All roadside inspections, including those in which no violations are discovered, are recorded on this website. In addition to three outstanding roadside inspections during the first two quarters of 2011, four company roadside inspections resulted in the discovery of violations. Documented violations included failure to
obey traffic control devices, no/insufficient warning devices, warning lamps, or turn signals.
CSA 2010 was designed to improve the efficiency of carrier investigation by providing DOT officers immediate access to
information that will aid in focusing on specific unsafe behaviors, identifying causes, and recommending early corrective action during an inspection. A documented history of poor or good performance can set the tone of a road side inspection.
Information supplied on the CSA 2010 website can also be used as a company tool to recognize those employees who have
taken the extra measure to display safe driving habits and identify those employees who are candidates for interventions. Thank you
AJ, Tim & Will for going the extra mile!

MILESTONES
5 Years
Jason Sockalosky—8/8/2006
Mike Leibensperger—8/22/2006

10 Years
Phil Calcagno—5/7/2001
Steve Drum—7/23/2001

15 Years
Jon Gibas—6/10/1996
Dan Sejuit—6/26/1996
Rod Smith—7/1/1996
Don Wachhaus—7/1/1996
Keith Hotzman—7/8/1996

Lynn Hatt
the Roving Reporter has the scoop !
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GNA RISTORANTE & PIZZERIA
421 PENN AVENUE WEST READING, PA.

IT’S A BIG BUILDING ON THE CORNER WHERE 4TH STREET GOES BACK TO THE CIRCLE.
NICE MODERN STUCCO OUTSIDE. EUROPEAN STYLE DOOR LEADS TO LARGE ROOM. DINING TABLES ON LEFT SIDE, BACK ROOM ON RIGHT, AND ROOMY. THE BAR HAS TRENDY
SEATS AT A RECTANGLE-TYPE BAR.
THE TAKE OUT COUNTER IS IN THE BACK WITH A SIDE DOOR TO 4TH STREET. I TOOK TWO
LARGE PIZZAS, ONE DELIVERED TO THE OFFICE LUNCH ROOM, THE OTHER TO THE SHOP
LUNCH ROOM.
THE PIZZA WAS GOOD. THE PLACE WAS CLEAN AND NEAT. REGULAR CHEESE PIZZA—TEN
DOLLARS.
IT LOOKS LIKE A NICE RESTAURANT FOR A NICE DINNER—MAY BE PRICEY.

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

DECEMBER

Dean Caudill—9/2
Jeff DeMarte—9/9
Kevin Hartberger—9/11
Michele Mull—9/12
Francisco Alvarado—9/15
Mark Bowen—9/15
Bob Matlock—9/18
Mike Beissel—9/22
Bob Ream—9/22
Kurt Gilbert—9/23
Kim Hunt—9/24
Jon Gibas—9/26
Cody Heim—9/28
Glenn Davis—9/29
Gary Marx—9/30

Chris Evers—10/1
Mike Orischak—10/1
Andy Zielinski—10/2
Gary Ahouse—10/7
Lyndell Ricard Jr—10/14
Lynn Hatt—10/21
Roy Knieriem Jr—10/21
Phil Wagner—10/26

Lyn Shay—12/2
Stephen Harris—12/4
Paula Blankenbiller—12/8
Neal Maccarone—12/8
Franklin Taylor—12/8
Harry Schlouch—12/10
Randy Focht 12/12
Jari Williams—12/14
Roger Cordell—12/15
Adrienne Lorah—12/16
Paul Yeich—12/18
Eric Hopkins—12/22
Rob Jones—12/25
Steve Clegg—12/26
John Balderrama—12/27
Rick Jones—12/28
AJ McCloskey—12/29
Chris Garber—12/29
Don Power—12/31

NOVEMBER
Billy Austerberry—11/1
Harold Kohler—11/2
AJ Sockalosky—1/3
Scott Yost—11/5
Brian Hamm– 11/5
Rex Jandrew—11/9
Jeff Weicicoskie—11/9
Jason Fisher—11/14
Rusty Magee—11/21
Emory Edwards—11/22
Charlene Zawaski—11/23
Rick Heim—11/23
Kevin Templin—11/28
Mike Leibensperger—11/29

MEET THE PARTNERS
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We thought you might like to know a little more about the men who own the company. A different partner will be featured in
each issue. We continue our series with Lawrence Yerger one of the senior partners of E. J. Breneman. Larry is the “idea man”.

LAWRENCE YERGER
I was born in Pennsylvania and lived in the Hamburg Shoemakersville area until I was 27 years old. I
attended the Perry School System and then went to
Penn State University where I received an associates
degree in Chemistry. With some financial assistance
from my parents, I worked my way through college.
During the summers, I worked for an electrician and
E.J. Breneman. During the school year, I worked for
the university and when I got to be 21 years old, I
tended bar (my favorite job) and managed a pool hall
in downtown State College.

Larry began his hunting career at a
very early age.

In 1965, I started my first summer job at E.J. Breneman.
I worked as a laborer. On my first day I worked with a
tough-looking guy with a big snake (cobra) tattooed on
his chest. His nick name was Twak (Anthony Shimp).
After college, I came back to work at Breneman full-time.

Larry, in the front, working with the recycling crew.

Since I had an Associate Degree in Chemistry,
it was decided that I would be better utilized at
the blacktop plant so I was asked to help to set
up the laboratory at the blacktop plant.
Penn Dot was requiring a lot more testing of
the blacktop used on its jobs.
Also, as hard as it may be to believe about
someone who is completely lost with today’s
computers, I became the computer expert of
the company. When computers would go
down, or if an employee was having a problem with their computer, I would be called and
I actually fixed them!!
A view of the quarry in West Lawn in 1995

(Continued from page 10)
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In 1969, I married the most patient woman who ever
lived. We have two great daughters. Both graduated
from Penn State. Jessica who has a degree in horticulture is married to a Pittsburgh lawyer and Amy, a
teacher in the Muhlenberg school district is married to
Steve Bright here at Breneman’s. I also have three
wonderful grandchildren Megan, Madison and Ty.
l to r: Amy, Ilona and Jessica. Larry is in the back.

Ilona and Larry Yerger on
their wedding day.

In 1979 E.J. Breneman purchased a Cedar
Rapids Drum mix plant. It was the first
drum mix plant to be approved by Penn Dot.
We were the first plant in Pennsylvania to
recycle used blacktop on a large scale.
I operated the plant until 1986.
Original Sinking Spring blacktop plant located on Reedy Road.

Roger Schmidt, Rod Essig, John Burger & I started purchasing shares in the company. In 1989 we assumed
control of the company.

It was in this time period that we started burning gasoline contaminated soils in our blacktop plant. After the soil was treated it could
be used as road base. Things were quite hectic in those days. Rosemary Sobotor who ran the scale for the quarry was one busy lady
with all the truck traffic. In the morning the trucks would be lined
up out to State Hill Road.
The original quarry scale

Mike Polak and I were busy trying to get the Recycle Division in working order, which we did with a change
in the type of emulsion we were using and a change in some techniques. Mike then had more time to sell recycling while I did all the estimating. Mike later took over the managing and estimating for the recycling division.
(Continued on page 15)

BLACKTOP PLANTS FEATURED IN ASPHALT CONTRACTOR’S
APRIL/MAY ISSUE
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BLACKTOP PLANTS FEATURED IN ASPHALT CONTRACTOR’S APRIL/MAY ISSUE continued
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A bad day at the Blacktop Plant
was turned around when someone
discovered a new phone App. Ask
the blacktop plant about the App
that brightened their day. There
are a few more pictures in this issue of Street Smart and more will
be shown in future issues. Can
you guess who is who?

Breneman’s hawk (nicknamed Hawkeye by Mike
Polak) is enjoying a tasty rabbit dinner on the
office roof.

QUEEN MUM - RULER OF
ALL I SEE

(Continued from page 11) LARRY YERGER
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Due to the growth of the company and the additional equipment needed,
Rod Essig sorely needed a new shop. We built the shop in 1990 It seemed
as if everything EJB was doing at that time was an experiment. The Recycle Division equipment constantly needed changes to make it more efficient. It took Rod’s engineering and mechanical ability to make things
work.

L to r: Larry Yerger, Rod Essig and
Roger Schmidt in the new shop
building.

Every machine we bought was the first of its kind and was always a headache. The same thing with the soils plant we built; it was the first one ever
constructed. We had people sneaking in just to see how it operated. Of
course, they stole a lot of ideas.

In 1995, we built a new office (a far cry from the old cinderblock scale house with house trailers attached). It felt like we
were moving into a castle compared to the old trailers. I know
Roger loved the new place.

Also, about the same time, we closed down the quarry and created a 22-acre lake. I surely didn’t miss the constant complaints
we had from the neighboring area whenever we blasted rock in
the quarry.
Another view of the quarry.

As of now I’m getting ready to fully retire at year’s end. My new job is going to be family, hiking, biking, and
hunting. I started hunting at a young age and it is still my favorite hobby.
I am very thankful that this opportunity was offered to me and certainly hope the company continues in the
future, growing and prospering, while being employee owned.

News from the
Home front
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Becky Steltz in Operations is very proud of her son, Nate who just became a
doctor. She loves being the “Doctor’s Mom”.
Dr. Nate Steltz, PT, DPT
Physical Therapist
Nate graduated as a Dean’s List
student from Saint Joseph’s University in

Dr. Nate Steltz

2008 with a degree in Interdisciplinary
Health Services. He graduated from Temple University in May of 2011 with
a Doctor of Physical Therapy (DPT) degree.
In the summer of 2006, Nate had the opportunity to work as an asBecky with her husband Mark, their son Nate
and daughter Jessica.
sistant to the athletic trainer for the Philadelphia Flyers. This experience
provided him with exposure to the hands-on approach that is required for
the successful rehabilitation of post-operative orthopaedic patients.
Nate continues to have a strong interest in orthopaedic and sports therapy. He is an advocate for utilizing evidence based research to guide his clinical practice toward quality-patient centered care. He is looking forward to continuing his education to enhance his manual therapy and orthopaedic skills.

Alexander Williams, son of Jari Williams
(Operations’ estimator) and George Williams.
He was awarded the Eagle Scout Rank as a
member of Scout Troop 604 from Port Carbon.
His Eagle project was done at the Port
Carbon Library. He renovated a bathroom,
installed a drop ceiling in the children’s
playroom, a new storm door and numerous
other repairs to upgrade the safety of the
children’s area.

Alexander Williams graduated from Pottsville Area High School. He will be attending Penn State University, Wilkes Barre
campus, majoring in Aerospace Engineering.
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Megan Yeich, daughter of Paul Yeich (Paving
estimator) and Cindy Yeich graduated from
Penn State University. She majored in Elementary Education and minored in Special
Education.
She participated in Penn State’s Dance Marathon, also known as THON for all four years.
She was a captain for THON for her junior and
senior years.

Becky Steltz, Operations (4th from left in
white sweater) joined “The Flyers Wives
Fight for Lives” in the March of Dimes walk
in Philadelphia. Becky enjoyed her early
morning walk over the Benjamin Franklin
Bridge. Their team raised roughly $7,500!

News from the
Home front
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Dana DeMartino, daughter of John and Pam DeMartino, will begin her college career at Norwich University located in Northfield
Vermont. Norwich is one of six senior military academies in the
United States and has the oldest ROTC program in the nation.
Dana was a member of the Boyertown Senior High School Naval
Junior ROTC program where she earned the rank of Cadet Commander of her unit which included approximately 150 cadets.
In addition to qualifying to attend West Point Academy, where
she has been placed on their waiting list she also applied for an
Army ROTC Scholarship.
It was during Boyertown’s Senior Award Banquet that Dana
learned she was one of 32,000 applicants for the scholarship of
which the Army awarded 16,000 scholarships and Dana was
ranked 31st out of all of them.
She has received a full, four year scholarship and while attending
Norwich, she will major in criminal justice and upon graduating
will be commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in the United States
Army.
Her parents are both very proud of her accomplishments and her
commitment.

Mona Jim

Most of you probably remember when Paul
Holmgren, general manager for the Flyers was a
guest speaker at Leesport two years ago. He was
given an EJB t-shirt when he was here and he
loves it. He is a serious bike rider and wears his
t-shirt every time he rides his bike at his summer
home in Avalon, New Jersey.

NEW FACES
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Nicole Wozniak (part time administrative
assistant in Operations)—married with two
children living in Boyertown. Her previous experience for the past ten years has
been in the civil engineering field. In her
spare time she has a small business where
she creates and sells glass lampwork beads.
When not creating beads or working, she
likes to scrapbook, play guitar, or go camping with family and friends. She is happy
to be a part of such a great company and
group of people.

Maryanne Mohan (administrative assistant in
Operations) joined the Operations Department
of E.J. Breneman in July. She has years of experience working on the business side of a
medical laboratory. She enjoys cooking, working outdoors, and volunteering in the community. She resides in Spring Township.

CONGRATULATIONS TO
Christina Buehler on your
Notary Public Appointment

JOHNNY K - NOW
BOOKING FOR 2012

The following information is available on the Kiplinger Tax Information website at
20
www.kiplinger.com
The Top Twelve Reasons a Tax Return is Audited
The IRS audits only about 1% of all individual tax returns annually.
Ever wonder why the IRS chooses some tax returns for audit while most
are ignored? Following are twelve ways to get your return picked for a
tax audit.
1. Failure to report all taxable income.
The IRS receives copies of all 1099s and W-2s that you receive during a year.
The IRS computers have the ability to match the forms with your tax return so
make sure that you report all of your income.

2. Returns claiming the home-buyer credit.
Make sure you attach the required documentation with your return. All returns claiming this credit are being screened.
More than 260,000 returns had been selected for correspondence audits (examinations done by mail rather than face-toface).

3. Claiming large charitable deductions.
The IRS can tell what the average charitable donation is for a person in your tax bracket.

4. Home office deduction.
Many people who claim a home office deduction don’t meet all the requirements for properly taking the deduction. In
order to take this write-off, the space must be used exclusively and on a regular basis as your principal place of business.

5. Business meals, travel and entertainment.
Big deductions for meals, travel and entertainment are always ripe for audit. A large write-off here will set off alarm
bells, especially if the amount seems too large for the business.

6. Claiming 100% business use of vehicle
Claiming 100% business use for an automobile on Schedule C. The IRS knows that it’s extremely rare that an individual
actually uses a vehicle 100% of the time for business, especially if no other vehicle is available for personal use.

7. Claiming a loss for a hobby activity.
Your chances of an audit increase if you have wage income and file a Schedule C with large losses. If your Schedule C
loss-generating activity sounds like a hobby…horse breeding, car racing, and such…the IRS pays even more attention.
Reporting losses from activities in which it looks like you might be having a good time is just asking for IRS scrutiny.

8. Cash businesses.
Small business owners, especially those in cash-intensive businesses…taxi drivers, car washes, bars, hair salons, restaurants and the like…are an easy target for IRS auditors. The agency is well aware that those who primarily receive cash in
their business are less likely to accurately report all of their taxable income.

9. Failure to report a foreign bank account.
The IRS is intensely interested in people with offshore accounts, especially those in tax havens. U.S. tax authorities have
had some recent success in trying to get foreign banks (such as UBS in Switzerland) to disclose information on U.S. account holders.

10. Engaging in currency transactions.
The IRS gets many reports of cash transactions in excess of $10,000 involving banks, casinos, car dealers and other businesses, plus suspicious activity reports from banks and disclosures of foreign accounts. If you are a person who makes
large cash purchases or deposits, be prepared for IRS scrutiny.

11. Math errors.
One of the biggest reasons that people receive a letter from the IRS is because of mathematical mistakes they make on
their tax returns. If you make an error in your favor, you are going to hear from the tax man, and there is a greater risk of
the IRS pulling the whole return for audit.

12. Taking higher-than-average deductions.
If deductions on your return are disproportionately large compared to your income, the IRS audit formulas take this into
account when selecting returns for examination.
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For all of the race fans out there, check out
the article about repaving the Daytona
Race Track in the current issue of HMAT
magazine published by the National Asphalt Pavement Association. The magazine can be found at www.hotmix.org.

TODD THANHAUSER (IT Department) QUOTED IN TWO MAGAZINES
Drum News (USA) and Perkusista Magazyn ( Poland)
Todd is working with the two college students listed in the article by testing
the drum lighting and giving them feedback to improve their product. He is
enjoying working with them as their BETA tester.
Todd and his band won the Battle of the Bands at Gettysburg the weekend of
August 20th.

College Students Launch Drum Lighting Biz



By Radim McCue
Published July 31, 2011

While most college students stay up late partying or studying in the library, two
drummers from Minneapolis are pulling some late nights for a different reason.
Joey Nesbitt and Jeff Sevaldson recently launched iW Drums, which specializes
in DIY LED drum lighting kits. Joey and Jeff, like many drummers, wanted to
customize their drum sets, but could not find any affordable products on the market.
These two college roommates, majoring in business and engineering, decided to
take matters into their own hands and begin making LED lighting kits themTodd’s Drum Set
selves.
After receiving positive feedback from fellow drummers and musicians, Joey
and Jeff decided to try and make this new product available to others. After perfecting their product, called
DrumLite, they chose Kickstarter.com to raise the capital needed to manufacture these kits on a larger scale.
Do they work? According to Todd Thanhauser, drummer for the band Escape, “The LEDs are great! I
have used them on two different shows so far and I have had a lot of positive feedback on them. As far as
the kits go, installation is straightforward, simple, and it works!”
You can check out the product and order your own kit here: http://www.iwdrums.com

E. J. BRENEMAN’S FIRST RECLAMATION JOB IN WEST VIRGINIA
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Our first FDR projects in West
Virginia provided a new challenge with very narrow roads,
steep terrain which include
roads that have many hairpin
turns and limited places to park.

James Scott is observing
the completed pass as pad
foot roller compacts the
freshly mixed surface

Reclaimer completing prepulverization on road

Prepulverization continues
on narrow road

Mixing of cement into road –
unidentified laborer is checking for proper mixing behind
reclaimer

Mailboxes and trees are just some
of the obstacles encountered by
mixing train on tight toads. The
reclaimer is pushing water truck
while mixing cement into road
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Right side of road is prepulverized
while poor condition of existing
road can be seen on left

Applying cement with tow
behind spreader unit

Unidentified laborer checking for
proper cement application rate by
checking depth of cement applied

Street Smart Staff
Steve Bright *Lynn Pepple *Paula Blankenbiller
Lynn Hatt * Kim Hunt * Michele Mull
Lyn Shay * Rosemary Sobotor *Christina Buehler

BLACKTOP PLANT PHONE APP
Queen Mum (page 14) is Jeff Neiswender
Mona Jim (page 18) is Jim Marks
Johnny K (page 19) is John Kennedy

Published and written IN-HOUSE triannually
for the employees of
E.J. Breneman, L.P., and EJB Paving &
Materials Co.
All comments and/or corrections are welcome.
Contact the staff by calling
610-678-1913 or by filling out the Street Smart
form at www.ejbreneman.com.

CELL PHONE INFORMATION
Just as our business is always changing, technology is always changing. And our company is trying to stay with the times.
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8/22/2009 – 7/22/2010

Cell phone minutes, incoming and outgoing
569,077

Text or picture messages,
sent and received
61,075

8/22/2010 – 7/22/2011

695,867

183,320

Change in one year

Increase of 23%

Increase of 300%

As the world around us changes, we seem to be changing right along with it.
Please remember these tips to help ensure extra safety for yourself, your passengers, and those traveling nearby:
 Turn it off. Turn your phone off or switch to silent mode before you get in the car.
 Spread the word. Set up a special message to tell callers that you are driving and you’ll get back to them as soon
as possible, or sign up for a service that offers this.
 Pull over. If you need to make a call, pull over to a safe area first.
 Use your passengers. Ask a passenger to make the call for you.
 X the Text. Don’t ever text and drive, surf the web or read your email while driving. It is dangerous and against the
law in most states.
 Know the law. Familiarize yourself with state and local laws before you get in the car. Some states and localities
prohibit the use of hand held cell phones.
 Prepare. Review maps and directions before you start to drive. If you need help when you are on the road, ask a
passenger to help or pull over to a safe location to review the map/directions again.
 Secure your pets. Pets can be a big distraction in the car. Always secure your pets properly before you start to
drive.
 Keep the kids safe. Pull over to a safe location to address situations with your children in the car.
 Focus on the task at hand. Refrain from smoking, eating, drinking, reading and any other activity that takes your
mind and eyes off the road.

E J BRENEMAN/EJB PAVING
1117-1119 SNYDER ROAD
WEST LAWN PA 19609

